
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: October 11th: ! Corinthians Chapter 8: Some Notes 

Maybe this discussion of going vegetarian rings more bells now than it would have 20 years 

ago.  Some of us feel that a bit of meat in a balanced diet won’t do you any harm.  Others 

think animal welfare, climate change implications, health issues, etc, make meat a NO No.  

Parents of e.g. a teenage daughter with strong vegan views might conclude that sensitivity if 

not self interest requires that any shared meal should be meat-free.   The Christian convert 

from paganism was well aware that getting meat that wasn’t connected with idol worship 

was virtually impossible.  Animal sacrifice, “private” or public”, meant that only a bit of the 

animal (sometimes a negligible bit) was actually burnt/ eaten by the god, while all of it was 

dedicated to the god, and therefore maybe imbued with the god’s spirit. That remainder 

might be eaten at a party in the temple, as part of a social routine involving temple 

prostitutes.  The Emperor “god” was celebrated with big public parties involving “tainted” 

meat and all the top people toasting the Emperor “god”. 

Think of a whole-hearted atheist being invited to eat a meal over which grace had been 

said!    

Many Jews, although kosher meat probably wasn’t much of an issue since very few people 

cared much about animal welfare, went vegetarian.  Paul admirably sets out the issue for 

Christians: 1) Idols are rubbish, so demon-dedicated or demon-imbued meat is just meat – 

nothing more and nothing less; BUT 2) serving up a roast joint to a fellow Christian who, 

entirely understandably, sees things differently breaks the fundamental law of LOVE, 

although it may be OK under dietary laws.  “A little X won’t hurt you!” sounds liberally 

broad- minded, but can be extremely insensitive and undermining.  “Sherry?” to the 

alcoholic?   “Just think of it as art!” in inviting the recovering sex addict to a strip show?  

“The Grand National comes only once a year!” to the recovering gambling addict? 

I tend to the extremes, and I’m not saying I’m right.  Against alcohol, so won’t take anything 

known to have alcohol in it.  Against gambling, so won’t take part in a raffle.  But, on the 

other hand, I respect but don’t necessarily emulate those who walk away from the group 

when the conversation turns unpleasant.  I recall a school discussion in which someone 

remarked, partly in admiration, that the moment a group started talking dirty about girls, 

the door slammed as Charlie walked out.  I recall a youth group member on holiday in South 

Africa who said all her teenage friends and relatives went skinny dipping while she kept her 

clothes on.  These examples are about personal standards, but they are also about showing 

to others in the group with less courage that you don’t have to accept group norms.  

“Everybody’s doing it” – “I’m not”. 

Jumping out of the page in Chapter 8 are verses 4-6 and 11-13 which firmly place Jesus on a 

level with God.  “Jesus the Messiah – everything is for his sake”; “When you hurt your 

friend, you hurt Christ”.   It doesn’t come much more powerful than that. 



How do we balance I know, I want, I do – with How does that impact on other people?  

Extinction Rebellion wants media and Government attention,  for understandable social 

reasons, but maybe doesn’t think too much about the impact of holding up an ambulance or 

a doctor.    At another level, some terror groups want what they see as a better social order 

or a better compliance with God’s rules, but don’t seem to care much who dies as a result.   

Did the Crusades persuade people to sign up with Jesus?   Ante-vaccination folk put their 

perceived civil rights before other people’s safety.  Is putting others first suffocating or 

liberating? 


